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Echocardiographic operators using the most traditional right
handed scanning are five times more likely to be at risk from
the back pain and almost a half of them are reporting neck
musculoskeletal disorders (MSD). Painful posture leads to
abnormal muscle contraction and a new pain. If the condi-
tion persists, it may cause organic disorders resulting in
structural degenerative changes.
The aim of this pilot study was to develop on the basis of the
physiotherapeutic analysis of the postures of 50 echocar-
diographers while providing scanning of simple preventive
interventions that can be self-performed at the work places.
Practice in a wrong posture characterized by a lateral shift
of the trunk in the frontal plane, kyphotic holding of the tho-
racic spine, elevation of one or both arms, and outpost of
the head with extension of its joints can result in overload of
muscular and skeletal neck segments with tissue damage
and discs protrusion, causing long lasting MSD. 
Based on this, we have given the following recommenda-
tions. Firstly, it is about control of physiological posture that
means to hold the torso upright with the correct position of

the head, cervical spine and shoulders. It is not always pos-
sible to minimize lateral shift of the trunk in the frontal plane;
therefore easy compensatory exercises are the most suit-
able. Secondly, simple relaxation exercises for the neck
muscles performed in a defined position and direction and
synchronized with breath are highly appropriate. They are
quite effective for the restoring of the physiological length
and tension of the muscles. Thirdly, a self performed mas-
sage is highly recommended additionally to reduce the in-
creased muscle tension of the neck. It can be performed by
one or two-handed spawning or kneading applications and
resulting in an improving muscle blood supply, thus elimina-
ting the pain that occurs on the basis of ischemia. The time
required for the self-performing of the proposed preventive
program does not exceed five minutes and it should be per-
formed during the breaks between the examinations at least
once per hour.
The next step of our initiative will be a practical application
of the recommended preventive interventions. Furthermore,
a well-constructed study at a large sonographic population
is to be considered to properly test a proposed preventive
program to confirm if it will reduce the reported MSD to
which echocardiographers are susceptible. 
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